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zum Informatik-Kolloquium des
AB Programmiersprachen und Übersetzer am
Donnerstag, den 20. Juni 2013, um 13:00 Uhr s.t.
in der Bibliothek E185.1, Argentinierstr. 8, 4. Stock (Mitte)

Es spricht

Prof. Dr. Alex Shafarenko
University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK
über

AstraKahn: A Self-tuning Coordination Language
for Stream-processing
The talk will present a conceptual view of a new coordination language based on Kahn’s
Process Networks (KPN). KPN is a static graph whose edges are streams of messages and
whose vertices are stream-processing (pure) functions. AstraKahn is a refinement of KPN,
where the vertices are subdivided into two categories: stateless boxes, whose behaviour is
defined in terms of response to a single input message, and synchronisers that are state
machines that have the ability to combine different input messages and send them on to
output streams.
AstraKahn offers a set of protocols that enable the vertices to cooperatively use a
limited set of resources in such a way that individual vertices receive sufficient global
information in order to regulate their own progress locally. The regulation includes both
suspension under pressure and concurrent proliferation under high demand, and the information for regulatory decisions is gathered over the same streaming network that is
used for communication. That is in sharp contrast with the idea of “tuning” found in
most coordination/concurrent-computing solutions, where special annotations or design
patterns are used to control concurrency.
AstraKahn has facilities for building regular infinite networks (always with a finite
resource footprint), hence the word “astra” in the name. The language is a coordination
language as it does not have facilities for box-writing, relying instead on boxes that are
coded in a conventional programming language and which interact with AstraKahn via
an API.
Biographie: Prof. Alex Shafarenko, PhD (Novosibirsk, 1990), career 1991-2000 (University
of Surrey, England), 2000-present time (U.Hertfordshire). Interests: concurrency, programming languages, computational physics, optical communications. 80+ publications. Leader
of the Compiler Technology and Computer Architecture Group at UH. Senior Member of
IEEE, member of IFIP 10.3 ( http://researchprofiles.herts.ac.uk/portal/en/persons/
alex-shafarenko%28f717f4cc-712a-4f3d-b6be-cda109d5d7e0%29.html )
Zu diesem Vortrag lädt der Arbeitsbereich für Programmiersprachen und Übersetzer am Institut
für Computersprachen herzlich ein.
Tee: 12:30 Uhr in der Bibliothek E185.1, Argentinierstr. 8, 4. Stock (Mitte).

